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Cracks in Washington

ACT OF GOD? -WASHINGTON (AP)
The earthquake-damaged Washington Monument has extensive
cracking and chipped stones near its peak and cracks and
loose stones along the entire length of the 555-foot [above
ground] structure.
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Listener Comments - New Occult City
If you're keeping your eye on this demonic build-up that seems to be going on all around us,
take a look at these articles and video below. You may be familiar with them already, but they
are two items that I just recently stumbled across. I had no idea that the city of Astana,
Khazakhstan was being built in this fashion by a Jordanian prince of the Hashmonian family.
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Listener Comments - Occult Grammy Awards
I am sure by now you caught the on stage exorcism at the Grammy Awards show. Almost 40
million for that display. And the gal was with Madonna during her half time show.
Tsiyon Comment - Occult Grammy Awards
Even I would not have expected another demonic extravaganza so soon after the last one! The
crazy occult year I've been warning about is now in full swing. This show by rapper Nicki
Minaj at the Grammy Awards was way over the top by nearly everyone's standards. It is
called a stage exorcism, but was not, since none of the demons were cast out. In fact, the
whole point was not only to mock the Catholic Church, but really, to mock God Himself.
Many of the top entertainers for years have had MPD/DID (multiple personalities) due to
satanic mind control programming, but hide their alter personalities from the public. Nicki
Minaj, on the other hand, pushes her other personalities right out before the public, notably, a
male homosexual personality called "Roman." In fact, this startling demonic performance was
called "Roman Holiday" in his honor. More about all this here and here.
Listener Comments - Bible Code
Eliyahu, I recently purchased a bible code software program from a company in Israel.
Being very skeptical at first I downloaded the program about a week ago. I have truly been
"shaken" by the results of my random searches of the torah. the program takes Hebrew from
the books of Moses and prophets and converts to English. You type in a code and search for a
word in the proximity of the code located. I have found both personal and bible meanings in
the searches I have done. Could Yah have put the codes in the Torah? If so, in everything their
must be two witnesses, perhaps Yah's word in the bible is to be witnessed by the code? What
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is also interesting is the code cannot be used to predict the future but only to validate the past
or present .. very unique.
Tsiyon Answer - Bible Code
Everything that YHWH does has multiple levels of meaning and the closer you look at it the
more you find. The "Bible Codes" reflect this. There is real meaning in the Bible Codes
which, I believe, are yet another witness to the inspiration of Scripture.
Having said that, I would add that we cannot receive Bible Code research in the same way we
receive the plain text of Scripture. It is the plain text meaning that is "profitable for teaching,
for reproof, for correction, and for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be
complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work." 2 Tim 3:16+17

Be Prepared

The Bible Codes are interesting, but as you say, cannot be used to predict the future. That's
because they cannot be fully and correctly understood without context, which can only be
provided by real events after they happen. A lot of guesswork goes into most Bible Codes,
involving a lot of speculation, which is why many of the assumptions people draw from Bible
Codes are simply wrong.
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From Eliyahu
With server maintenance going on this week I thought it a good time to replay an earlier program we've been talking about lately.
Namely, Cracks in America. I am including some new information for our partners with this posting, though. For download we are
offering the official assessment of the damage done to the Washington Monument. Early news reports led us to believe the damage
was minor. The official assessment says otherwise. It turns out that there is damage pretty much from top to bottom, letting in light,
air and water. The cost of repairs will be well into the millions of dollars. Time-frame for the repairs may stretch into 2013. Factor
in this new information, and the more recent programs on the occult, as you re-listen to this Tsiyon classic.
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
Good News Nugget - GREETINGS TRIBESMEN!!! This is "Wild Man" Dave from the Tsiyon Promo and Media Dept with
exciting news for ALL of our partners and friends of Tsiyon. Eliyahu has given me this column in the weekly Tsiyon News to help
equip you to share the Tsiyon message. Here you will find a Good News Nugget posted each week for you to put to work in
Messiah’s service.
The latest Good News Nugget follows:

# 15 I want to thank the tribal folks who have been ordering the Tsiyon business cards.
WOW!!! We are in the midst of a war and you guys are stepping up. DO NOT HESITATE to
order more. You are making a difference for Yahweh's kingdom!!!
Email me at help@tsiyon.org, so that we can work together in reaching the scattered remnant of Israel and/or for FREE Tsiyon cards.
Shalom, "Wild Man" Dave
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